
TEACHING THE TAO 

 

Can it be done?  
 

We join with many educators of the ages in attempting to teach 

about the Tao and Te. The resources in the teacher's large red notebook 

are abundant and rich. Far more than two days worth of information is 

available to discuss about and around and over the Tao. But to discuss 

through how?  

 

Turning to the sages, one asks how to do… 

 

Sage Kirk Wang answers  

lower the lights, read directly from the Tao slowly, being careful 

to leave silences to encourage meditation and comprehension. After 55 

minutes of continual personal contemplation, allow to go back to sunlit 

world… 

 

on the second day, meet outside under trees, near water find Tai 

Chi competent. All class moves slowly, body in harmony, under the 

trees, while contemplating the Tao on water and wind and emptiness.  

 

Sage William Parsons answer... 

 has just done so… 

 

Sages from WHGC say   

compare and contrast to Plato, to Mencius, to Cicero, to Homer 

 

individual readings and interpretations  

 

groups discussions on the sage sayeth… 

 

Tao exists within intellectual context of Confucius, of Chuang Tzu 

  

Popular examples: In early Star Wars movies, Obi Wan Kenobi has some Tao traits.   

Better not to contend, better to get low and let evil go over. Better not to strive, to empty of 

desire, death of the personal ego.  

 

Jacob Bronowski in "The Logic of the Mind" discusses language's unique ability to say more 

than one and even contradictory meanings simultaneously. Bronowski calls this ability, "self 

referencing". Tao seems to hinge on "self referencing". The paradoxes are balanced gracefully, 

seeming oxymoronic yet stated as clear truth. Definitely not everyone's cup of green tea 

 

In the Tao of Pooh, Winnie is seen as the quintessential Tao sage, the other characters all make 

various "human" mistakes, but Winnie stays inimitably himself.  

 



 

 

Section Day 
 

This section day will use in some way;  

Last art discussion  

Republic  

Tao Te Ching  

Science in the Ancient World  

 

 

Could a discussion be made around how nature was portrayed in art, in the Tao, and in Science 

for the early societies?  

 

Ontological Focus  

 

 

Who/What is a human being?  

 

 

Physical body   desires / passions  spirit    heart   mind  

senses       soul   compassion   rationalization 

 

   

Seems like Plato prefers the mind/rational approach and moderation of desires and passions to 

determining reality and virtue  

 

Seems like Mencius prefers the heart/ compassion to determine humanity. 

  

Seems like Tao prefers the spirit/soul apprehension of oneness with all life.  

 

Seems like the scientific method combines sensory data with intelligent rationalization.  

 

Too simple? Perhaps? other ways of looking at human nature?  

 

In the 19th century when psychology and romanticism were found, individual human desires and 

passions became very important.  

 


